It is Election time again, and this year there was a tremendous turnout! There are more people running for office this year than there have been in the recent past. Sixty eight people have said they hope to serve their community to the best of their abilities. While some of them are opposed and others are not, just the fact they are nominated shows that they care about improving their class or residence hall. It is important to remember that elections are not popularity contests. Take the time to get to know the candidates. Ask them their opinion on issues. Find out what they are like, and then make your own decision on who you feel will best represent your concerns to the Student Congress and Resident Hall Association.

It actually does not take a lot of time. Stop by the table in lower Slavin on Thursday and fill out a ballot. Your name will be checked off, and you're done! It is the main way to get directly involved with the decisions made that concern you as a PC student!

10) Don't make the apathy on this campus worse than it already is.
9) If you don't vote, you can't 'complain' when nothing is done and CIV is still, unfortunately required next year.
8) Your vote may not count, but the Montreal Expo's season has never really stopped them from playing.
7) The first 50 voters get their packages delivered to their door, not Colonel's Corner.
6) Much like being struck by lightning several times in the head, voting can be really fun.
5) Come on, even O.J.'s jury can make up their minds!
4) If you are nice to the Congress people, maybe they'll let you use their cool markers.
3) Just like skipping CIV, getting drunk on St. Patrick's Day, and getting ripped off by the bookstore, voting is a PC tradition.
2) The administration has whole-heartedly agreed to reward each voter with a 12-pack.
1) All the on-campus voters eat free in Raymond for a week.

TOP TEN REASONS TO VOTE IN THIS YEAR'S FRESHMAN CLASS ELECTIONS

PRESIDENT

1) Christopher Wethje
2) Kevin Hunter
3) George Theodorou
4) Mike Liard
5) Michelle Gaudreau
6) Roy Harcourt
7) Alyson Lorenz
8) Keith Kostrzewski
9) Ryan Serritella
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VICE PRESIDENT

#1 Lauren Skryzowski
#2 Joe Nigilo
#3 Dina Bracigiano
#4 Kyle Boyce
#5 Kerri Allard
#6 Julie Silvestris
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SECRETARY

#1 Jennifer Howley
#2 Amy Rizzo
#3 Kathryn Healy
#4 Kristen Thornton
#5 Meghan Bernabe
#6 Rosemary Bchara
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FIGHT APATHY - VOTE!
TREASURER

#1 Craig Boulay
#2 Sean McHugh
#3 Sue Montuori
#4 Meagan Philbrick
#5 Craig Nicholson

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

#1 Stephanie Roth
#2 Ingo Toellner
#3 Brian Kenney
#4 Laura Nardomarino
#5 Justin Croteau

---

Don't forget to bring your PC ID!

YES, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES (CONTINUED)

#6 Greg Bernhard

#7 Alison Gormley

#8 Venessa Anderson

#9 Julie Moore

#10 Adenrele Abidae

#11 Mary Beth McKeeber

#12 Andrea Licata
CONGRATULATIONS!

St. Joseph Hall

McDermott Hall

ALSO UNOPPOSED

#1 Ted Miller - Mal Brown Apartments
#1 John Sanford - Fennell Hall

Dore Hall
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#1 Lisa Burak
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#2 Elizabeth Hackett

#3 Max Walzer
CONGRATULATIONS - Meagher Hall PRESIDENT

Guzman Hall

#1 Stephen Crowley
#2 Brendan McCarthy
#3 Eric Pepe

Raymond Hall

#1 Ann Gawle
#2 Kate Talbot

#1 Lee Campano

McVinney Hall

#1 Melissa Metro
#2 Jennifer Campbell

Aquinas Hall

#1 Andrea Mastellone
#2 Megan McCarthy
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RESIDENCE HALL TREASURERS
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Dennis Abruzzese
Mal Brown Apartments

Kristen Fairbanks
Cunningham Apartments

Corin Felber
Davis Apartments

Greg Sullivan
McDermott Hall
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Dore Hall

Scott Sharland
Fennell Hall

#1 Michelle Thibeault

#2 Louis Maglia

#3 Melissa George
DON'T FORGET TO VOTE ON THURSDAY IN LOWER SLAVIN FROM 9:30 TO 4!

GOOD LUCK TO ALL CANDIDATES!

SEE YOU AT THE POLLS!